
1. Why has the company changed its name? 
 
In 2018, Manipal Group, a leader in the field of healthcare delivery and higher education entered 
into a joint venture partnership with Cigna Corporation and TTK Group with due regulatory 
approvals from the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India (IRDAI). Thus, as a 
reflection of the brand value of  Manipal Group and Cigna Corporation‘s combined commitment to 
bridge the gap between healthcare delivery and healthcare financing in the Indian market, we 
decided to change our Company name from CignaTTK Health Insurance Company Limited to 
ManipalCigna Health Insurance Company Limited.  
 
We strongly believe that healthcare plays an important role in shaping the future of our country and 
is the fuel to economic development. The new joint venture with Manipal Group will give us a 
significant opportunity to drive innovative solutions, products and services, expand our distribution 
reach, and further strengthen predictability for our customers, employees and partners 
 

2. Who owns ManipalCigna Health Insurance Company Limited? 
 
Under the new structure, Cigna Corporation will continue to hold its 49 percent stake in the Indian 
health insurance venture, while Manipal Group will increase its stake to 51 percent after receiving 
all necessary regulatory approvals from the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of 
India (“IRDAI”). 
 
We believe the combination of Manipal Group’s integrated healthcare expertise with multi-specialty 
hospital networks and Cigna‘s global expertise in health and wellness, positions ManipalCigna 
Health Insurance Company as a truly differentiated healthcare provider for people across India. 
 

3. Does the change in company name have any impact on my existing policy? 
 
No. The change in company name will not have any impact on your existing health insurance policy 
with us. The terms and conditions of your insurance policy remains the same. We assure you that, 
as our esteemed customers, you will continue to experience the same personalized working 
relationships, with high quality of customer service that you have been accustomed to in the past. 
 
In fact, we have adopted a new company name as a reflection of the brand value of our joint 
partnership with Manipal Group and to demonstrate our combined commitment to bridge the gap 
between health care delivery and healthcare financing in the Indian market. 
 
 

4. Will the product and service portfolio change or remain the same? 
 
Existing products will definitely not change. Core offerings will remain the same. However, we plan 
to add new innovative products and services to meet the diverse health needs of Indian consumers 
in future. 

 

5. Will customers still have access to the same customer care representatives? 
 
Absolutely. All our customers will still have access to the same dedicated Health Relationship 
Managers, who will be happy to respond to all your questions, concerns, complaints or suggestions. 
For any assistance, you can contact us on our Healthline 1800-102-4462  

 



 
6. Does this change the insurance coverage for my policy? 

 
No. There will be no change to the insurance coverage. All terms and conditions remain unchanged 
as per your policy document. 
 

7. With name of the Company changing does the existing policy document under the name 
‘CignaTTK Health Insurance Company Limited’ remain valid or will I receive a new policy 
document? 
 
All policies issued under the name ‘CignaTTK Health Insurance Company Limited’ shall remain 
valid till expiry and do not require any amendments.  
 
 

8. Will there be changes in the wellness benefits? 
 
There will be no change to wellness benefits / entitlements for existing policies. All terms and 
conditions remain unchanged as per your policy document. 
 

 

9. How does the name change and new branding impact existing customers? 
 
Operationally, nothing will change for our customers, in fact with our new venture with Manipal 
Group we will be able to offer our customers an integrated healthcare ecosystem that will include 
health insurance products and services, wellness offerings, healthcare delivery and more. 
 
Our customers will not have any changes with their existing health insurance policies. We will also 
be launching new health insurance products that will be designed to meet the diverse health needs 
of the Indian consumer in future. We are in the planning stage and in due course we will be ready 
for the launch of these products. 
 

10. Is your staff changing as a result of the change in company name ? 
 
The change in company name will not impact the company’s existing business model, agents, and 
bancassurance partnerships. While our company name is changing, all core elements of the 
organization, the management and staff will remain the same. 
 

11. Will there be changes to the premiums amount? 
 
All terms and conditions of the policy remain unchanged. Therefore premium will continue to be as 
per your existing policy terms and conditions.  

 

12. Will the customers get a health card with the new Company name? 
 
Yes. All existing policy holders will get a new health card with the new brand identity. And, our 
hospital network providers will be accepting both the new ManipalCigna Health Insurance card, as 
well as the previously issued Cigna TTK Health Insurance card until the policy holder’s next policy 
renewal date. 
 



 

13. Is there any change for the customer toll free number and the service email ID? 
 
The current Healthline number, 1800-102-4462 will remain same. However, our corporate email 
addresses will change to a new domain. So, if you have any queries or should require any 
assistance, you can write to us at customercare@manipalcigna.com 
 

14. Are there any changes to the way your health insurance plans are purchased? 
 
There is no change. Our health insurance products and services are available via commercial 
channels i.e. Agents, Corporate Agents, Brokers, Insurance Marketing Firms, Banks, Web 
Aggregators, and through our branch offices & website www.manipalcigna.com 
  
However, if you have any direct debit instructions for payment of premiums, we have updated the 
payee name to ManipalCigna Health Insurance Company Limited to ensure continuity of your timely 
payments. While there is no change to the PAN, TAN and Bank account number, the beneficiary 
name will change from ‘CignaTTK Health Insurance Company Limited’ to ‘ManipalCigna Health 
Insurance Company Limited’. 
 

15. Are there any changes to claim process? 
 
No. There will be no change on the claims made as per the existing policy terms and conditions. 
You can rely on us for easy, efficient and hassle-free claims. Our claims processing service is fast 
and accurate and we will continue to better our customer’s experience through our on-site and 
offsite claims services.  To download new claims forms you can visit the company website 
www.manipalcigna.com 
 

16. How will the policyholders be notified of the change in company name? 
 
An extensive communication plan is underway to keep all our policy holders and intermediaries 
informed of the change. We will leverage communication platforms such as: Letters, Emails, SMS, 
Social Media, Call center contact points and brand campaigns to announce the change in brand 
name and our new joint venture partnership.  
 
 

17. As a policyholder, do I need to do anything as a result of the change in company name ? 
 
No, as a customer you are not required to do anything. We will continue to partner with you in your 
illness and wellness; the only change is the company’s name. There are no changes to your current 
health insurance policy with us. The terms and conditions that apply to your policy agreement 
remain the same. 
 

18. Will there be any change on your website? 
 
Along with the change in company name, we will be adopting a new identity, including a new logo 
and website. Our homepage will become www.manipalcigna.com and our corporate email 
addresses will change to a new domain customercare@manipalcigna.com   
 
During the time of policy renewal, we request you to follow payment instructions carefully to note 
the changes in payee details. 
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19. Does the change in company name affect the way I pay my policy premium? 
 
Policy holders can pay the premium at any of our branch offices by Cheque drawn on “ManipalCigna 
Health Insurance Company Limited”. Alternately, you can visit our website www.manipalcigna.com 
for online payment. And we will continue to add convenient payment options in the near furture. If 
you have any direct debit instructions for payment of premiums, we have updated the payee name 
to ManipalCigna Health Insurance to ensure continuity of your timely payments. 

 

20. I have Cigna TTK insurance policy through my employer/bank. What happens to that? 
 
There will be no change to our existing group policies. All terms and conditions remain unchanged 
as per your existing policy terms and conditions. 
 

21. Are any product names being changed? 
 
Yes. All product name will change as per below. However, the terms and conditions that apply to 
the customer’s existing policy agreement remain the same. 
 

Existing Product Name New Product Name 

CignaTTK ProHealth Insurance ManipalCigna ProHealth Insurance 

CignaTTK Lifestyle Protection Critical Care ManipalCigna Lifestyle Protection Critical Care 

CignaTTK Lifestyle Protection Accident Care ManipalCigna Lifestyle Protection Accident 
Care 

CignaTTK ProHealth Cash ManipalCigna ProHealth Cash 

CignaTTK ProHealth Select  ManipalCigna ProHealth Select  

CignaTTK Critical Illness Add on Cover ManipalCigna Critical Illness Add on Cover 

CignaTTK  Global Health Group Policy ManipalCigna Global Health Group Policy 

CignaTTK ProHealth Group Insurance Policy ManipalCigna ProHealth Group Insurance 
Policy 

CignaTTK Lifestyle Protection Group Policy ManipalCigna Lifestyle Protection Group Policy 

CignaTTK Group Overseas Travel Insurance 
Policy 

ManipalCigna Group Overseas Travel 
Insurance Policy 

 

22. If I wish to pay future premium in cheque then, please confirm the cheque should be prepare 
in which name? 
 
While there is no change to the bank account number, the beneficiary name will change from 
‘CignaTTK Health Insurance Company Limited’ to ‘ManipalCigna Health Insurance Company 
Limited’. So, all future premium cheques should be addressed to our new company name i.e. 
ManipalCigna Health Insurance Company Limited 
 
 

23. With this change are you going to change the branch locations? 
 
Our branch offices are located at major cities across India. To locate your nearest branch, please 
visit www.manipalcigna.com  
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24. With this change, is your Head Office getting relocated? 
 
No. Our Head Office will be at same location i.e. 401/402, 4th Floor, Raheja Titanium, off. Western 
Express Highway, Goregaon (East), Mumbai- 400 063 
 

25. Are there any changes to your Claims TPA? 

There will be no change in our existing TPAs or the Pre-authorization and Claim processes. To 
download new claims and pre-authorization forms, you can visit our new website 
www.manipalcigna.com 
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